Ing. Brizio Basi is an Italian company born on 1942, around the 1970 after on FIAT demand, we start to produce vacuum filling systems for automotive.

Our technology help to make easy the production and improve quality, safety, performances of the vehicles.

Hundreds of Brizio Basi systems, are working all over the world, demonstrating the goodness of our products, made with primary quality European components.

CONTACT:
Paolo Gasparini – Marketing Dept.
Ph. +39 02 2552751 - gasparini@briziobasi.it

Motorbikes systems web page:
http://www.briziobasi.it/catalogo.asp?scat=37

Cars systems web page:
http://www.briziobasi.it/catalogo.asp?scat=36

Some of our systems.

- Centralized treatment and relaunch fluids systems.
  For brake fluid, liquid cooling, oils, fuels etc.

- Vacuum degassing and filling fluid braking system with ABS.

- Vacuum/pressure liquid cooling filling system.

- Vacuum and filling air conditioning system, also with HFO-1234 YF gas.

- Oil charge systems, for engine, transmission, clutch, gearbox, etc.

- Fuel charge and purge systems.

- Multi station system.

- Autoclaves and vacuum systems for composites parts production.